
1. The width of the body shall match the width of the sample website-www.fxstreet.com
2. The upper navigation bar shall be extended in height 
3. Th text in the navigation bar shall have bigger size similar to the sample website.
4. The structure of the home page need to be reconsidered to look more appealing-. sample website-www.fxstreet.com
5. Replace the old logo with the new one.
6. The Ebook down loading page structure to be set up as discussed.
7. Down load E book instructions shall be indicated in the footer and in the navigation bar along with the ebook cover image
8. Contact us structure to be set up as discussed.
9. The body of the website and the text boxes inside shall have the same colours.
10. Some of the footer items need some actions (Shown below in the attached image).
11. Hide side tags (Shown below in the attached image).
12. Over All website  text size and type looks different than the original sample website (Shown below in the attached image).
13. Live Chart widget need to be installed.(To be placed in the home page with a link to open it in a new page).
14. Some of the links go to FX Street .com(An example Shown below in the attached image).
15. Some pages do not have records (An example Shown below in the attached image).
16. Arabic Languages is not functioning fully (An example Shown below in the attached image).

1. NOTE: Please keep the sample website always open in front of the designers. That will save time so he can cross check the 
design.
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Need to be 
organized

Hide these for 
the time being

??????

Bring the domain and Icon 
to be below the reach us 
and change reach us to 
contct us in the entire 
website

Replace Contact us here to 
replaced with the Ebook
down load mentioned text

Should be clickable

Text Should be reorganized
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